
Cornerstone 
investment

The Consumer Market  Up-
side provides a credible 
profile that 'sustainable 
adaptation is economically 
profitable, with a clear 
route to market premiums

Allowing faster, more 
effective food scarcity, 
clean energy & waste 
management strategies 
to be implemented.

Distribution 
Relationships

                                                                   
Sustainable Adaptation  

Projects create a platform for 
Clean Tech innovations to 

demonstrate their economic 
viability for international                 

implementation 

UIESA                                          
Utilize - Invest - Engineer   
Unite - inspire - Enable  

SUSTAINABLE ADAPTATION

UIESA DEVELOPING 
NATION FUND

 Enabling fast transfer of 
Intellectual Property, research, 
strategy & operational experi-
ence to development opportuni-
ties in developing nations.

 To ensure development control 
by international ownership is 
limited to 30% of the profit & the 
greatest financial benefit is 
contributed to the local people, 
to ultimately make a measurable 
difference to the quality of life of 
indigenous people.

UIESA CLEANTECH 
FUND

 Platform for profitable CleanTech 
development, whereby quality 
initiatives can be bought to market 
or assisted to growth.

 International unification & profile 
of the best technology innovations 
& CleanTech strategies.

2nd  
Focus

UIESA SUSTAINABLE 
ADAPTATION FUND

 Enabling widespread agriculture, 
energy & waste management 
adaptation to sustainable solutions, 
through 'sustainable conscience' 
finance at reduced interest rates or 
by finance secured through 
alternative funders or non conven-
tional sponsors, in order to   
facilitate fast adaptation to new 
technologies & enable profitable, 
possible routes to market.

UIESA CONSUMER 
PRODUCT                 

SUSTAINABILITY FUND

 Enables large scale active implemen-
tation of profitably branded - value add 
- sustainability produced, product 
premiums at market.

Sustainable Packaging -  commitment to 
non-petroleum & biodegradable plastics or 
abandoning plastics where possible to still 
maintain food integrity.

4th 
Focus3rd 

Focus

1st  
Focus

High Stable Return     
Investment

Developing 
Countries 

Sustainability

3 - 6% 
Debt ROI

12%            
Equity ROI

15 - 30%  
Hybrid ROI

15 - 25% 
Hybrid ROI

Long Term 
5 - 10% ROI

Solutions for 
Food Scarcity, 
Clean Energy 

& Waste   
ManagementEconomic reason for 

Sustainable adaptation 
via consumer market 

product sales 

High Return 
Investment


